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Oksana G, Tapestry Opera, Toronto 2017 
"The standout for me as Asa, the tarot reader, was mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber. She 
absolutely shines in this role. Wisdom and clarity in a lovely smoky low register, I found 
myself immediately captured by her presence onstage.”  
—Greg Finney, www.Schmopera.com, May 2017 
 
Dead Man Walking, Opéra de Montréal 2013 
"The supporting cast was excellent. Most moving was Kimberly Barber as De Rocher's 
mother. Her Act II pleading was heart wrenching." 
—Ossama el Naggar, Opera Canada, Summer 2013 
 
“In her role as the mother of Joseph De Rocher, mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber 
distinguishes herself and gives this production its touch of humanity. A great lyric artist 
was revealed on the stage of the Salle Wilfrid Pelletier and it is to be hoped that she will 
be seen again at Opéra de Montréal.”   
—Daniel Turp, Le blogue lyrique, March 2013  
 
 “Dead Man Walking is additionally illuminated...by four exceptional performances in 
secondary roles...Kimberly Barber as the mother of the murderer...” 
—Christopher Huss, Le Devoir, March 11, 2013 
 
 “Five performances to single out: Kimberly Barber, as the mother of the murderer, in 
her wrenching (and useless) plea in favour of her son...” 
—Claude Gingras, La Presse, March 10, 2013 
 
 “Kimberly Barber’s shapely mezzo stood out as De Rocher’s frightened, confused and 
still proud mother...”   
—Lev Bratishenko, Montreal Gazette, March 11, 2013 
 
Crazy to Kill, Toronto Masque Theatre 2011 
“Barber is a consummate professional. Her voice has deepened into a rich, fruity sound 
with wonderful low notes. Her onstage assurance speaks of her many years of 
experience.”  
—Paula Citron, Opera Canada, Winter 2012 
 
Das Lied von der Erde, NUMUS 2011 
“Barber exuded zest and life’s fullest joy in the fourth movement Von der Schönheit (Of 
Beauty), her fabulously rich and expressive voice was a joy to hear.” 
—Stephen Preece, Kitchener-Waterloo Record, October 10, 2011 
 
 

http://www.schmopera.com/
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L’accordéoniste: Latin Heat, Jane Mallett Theatre 2011 
“Often when opera singers attempt ‘cross-over’ repertoire, their training and technique 
mean that they still sound like opera singers. Not Kimberly Barber—listening to her Noel 
Coward and Kurt Weill this afternoon, one would never have guessed that she’s had a 
major career as a celebrated Xerxes, Rinaldo, Octavian and Composer.  A versatile artist, 
Barber sings this material completely idiomatically, with all the right inflections, accents 
and great attention to the words and drama. A high mezzo for her whole career, the 
voice has darkened with maturity while retaining much of the gleam and richness...” 
—Joseph So, La Scena Musicale, Oct 2, 2011 
 
Florent Schmitt Music for Two Pianos, Le petit elfe/ Dutton Classics 2011 
“Kimberly Barber’s vocalise in Chanson de la Nourrice is lovely” 
—Rob Barnett, musicweb-international.com, October 2011 
 
L’accordéoniste/Independent release 2009 
“Barber is appealing in a program that requires her to switch from the gritty streetwise 
swagger of the Hanns Eisler/Berthold Brecht ‘There’s nothing quite like money’...to the 
wistful ‘Chitarrata abruzzese’ by Paolo Tosti.” 
—Wayne Gooding, Opera Canada, Winter 2009 
 
“An artist of great artistic range, Barber delivers these songs idiomatically and fearlessly, 
without operatic artifice, her attention to textual nuance exemplary.” 
—Joseph So, La Scena Musicale, September 2009 
 
“Here is the playfully caustic spirit of the late 19th-century salon and early 20th-century 
cabaret vividly and elegantly rendered in 17 tracks by people who clearly love the 
material…Barber adds a polished sheen to frothy little gems such as Weill's ‘Berlin im 
Licht-Song’, then turns around to apply dramatic force to Weill's tragic ‘Sailor's Tango’.” 
—John Terauds, Toronto Star, July 28, 2009 
 
L’incoronazione di Poppea, Opera Atelier 2009 
“The only performer who forcefully used language as well as voice to project a mood in 
this most declamatory of operas was Kimberly Barber in the short but powerful role as 
the wronged queen, Ottavia.”  
—Carl Morey, Opera Canada, Fall 2009 
 
“Kimberly Barber gives a riveting performance vocally and dramatically as the spurned 
Empress, Ottavia. This is her first performance with OA and let’s hope they find more 
roles for her.”  
—Michael Johnson, ConcertoNet.com, May 2009 
 
Regina, Pacific Opera Victoria 2008 
“Kimberly Barber was transfixing in the title role.” 
—Opera Canada, Summer 2008 
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“Canadian mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber, in the title role, has a velvet (and leopard 
skin) voice.”   
—Michael Harris, The Globe and Mail, April 29, 2008 
 
“From the moment mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber first sings, she’s in full command of 
the stage with her rich, brandy-smooth voice. She makes her evil role seem effortless, 
despite its huge acting demands...she manages to nail her high C and low G and is 
wonderfully aggressive in two thrilling arias.” 
—Grania Litwin, Victoria Times-Colonist, April 19, 2008 
 
Elgar’s Dream of Gerontius, Elora Festival 2007 
“Kimberly Barber, the beautiful mezzo-soprano, gave wings to Elgar’s angel with her 
elegant grace.”  
—Kelly Waterhouse, Fergus-Elora News Express, July 18, 2007 
 
“Festival artistic director Noel Edison, who conducted, had invited a stellar, all-Canadian 
vocal cast…mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber [was] the very embodiment of the guiding 
angel…”  
—John Terauds, Toronto Star, July 16, 2007 
  
 “Mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber gave an outstanding performance as the angel…[she] 
filled the hall with her operatic quality voice, her performance stood out for capturing 
the subtle nuances and phrasings of the intimate moments, which were often incredibly 
moving and transcendental.”   
—Daniel Ariaratnam, K-W Record, July 16, 2007 
 
 “[Barber’s] rich and luscious mezzo was used in a dramatic way; never singing just to 
project but rather to express the meaning of the musical lines and the Angel’s important 
message...she moved many in the audience to tears. Barber enfolded us with her 
eloquence and in the end one forgot that this was a singer performing a musical role, 
but really Elgar’s Angel.”   
—Mary-Lou Vetere, Operatoday.com, July 2007 
 
Werther, Vancouver Opera 2006 
“Mezzo Kimberly Barber was wonderful as Charlotte…She had a telling way of giving just 
the right shading to crucial words and was very affecting in her long passage where she 
realizes her feelings for Werther.”   
—Lloyd Dyck, Vancouver Sun, October 16, 2006 
 
 “Kimberly Barber carried Charlotte’s elegance and contained suffering well.  She 
showed genuine concern for Werther in that gorgeous first act duet, while her voice 
rang out strongly during a highly charged Letter Scene.”  
—Christopher Darling, Opera Canada, January-February 2007  
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Cosi fan tutte, Seattle Opera 2006 
“Canadian mezzo Kimberly Barber has a graceful Mozart style with a core of steel that 
never belied her character’s feisty inner spirit.  She instantly established Despina—no 
longer a maid, but a “personal assistant”—when she flounced in with a couple of venti 
Starbucks lattes for Fiordiligi and Dorabella.” 
—Robert Jordan, Opera Canada, May-June 2006 
 
“Kimberly Barber was a terrific Despina.” 
—Melinda Bargreen, Seattle Times, February 27, 2006 
 
Dead Man Walking, Calgary Opera 2006 
“Barber was remarkable, her portrayal nuanced and sensitive in charting the nun’s 
odyssey to religious forgiveness and compassion.” 
—Kenneth DeLong, Opera Canada, March-April 2006 
 
“In the role of Sister Helen, Kimberly Barber is outstanding, balancing gawky, self-
assurance with a kind of radiant self-doubt that is quite touching.” 
—Bob Clark, Calgary Herald, January 29, 2006 
 
Schoenberg String 4tet with Penderecki String Quartet at Perimeter Institute,  
Waterloo 2005 
“The movement also includes a soprano part with an ethereal text by Stefan George, 
performed exquisitely by mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber.” 
—Daniel Ariaratnam, K-W Record, October 17, 2005  
 
Faustina Bordoni: Faces of a Prima Donna/Ensemble Arion/CBC Records 2005 
“Barber eloquently approaches the text with precision and dramatic inflection…[her] 
mezzo is like a kaleidoscope of colour…The true mark of an artist who can use their 
voice technically and artistically within a repertoire that is imbued with difficulty is one 
that can use those elements to create drama and bring a character to life…Barber is 
such an artist…this CD is a must-have for any Handel aficionado, or anyone who is 
interested in historical performance practice.”   
—Mary Lou Vetere, Opera Today, August 28, 2007  
 
 Cosi fan tutte, Vancouver Opera 2005 
“As her less strong-willed sister, Kimberly Barber’s tall, red-headed Dorabella made a 
good physical contrast to Selbig’s petite blond.  Barber did well in portraying her 
character’s flickering changes in mood, and she is a very good comic actress…the 
dramatic effects were always dead on.” 
—Christopher Darling, Opera Canada, Summer 2005 
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“Mezzo-soprano, Kimberly Barber as Dorabella, really takes the cake as a woman who 
lives for the moment…Brimming with warmth, her voice expresses her passion for the 
moment, for the immediacy of what the heart speaks.”   
—Grace Cameron, The Boards, March 2005 
 
R. Murray Schafer’s The Garden of the Heart, Open Ears Festival, KWSO 2005 
“Barber’s beautiful voice floated above the accompaniment, entreating, pleading, 
reminiscing, every note pure and clear, pitch-perfect, no matter the sometimes difficult 
melodic line.  The Schafer with Barber was without doubt the high point of this 
program.”   
—Harry Currie, K-W Record, April 27, 2005 
 
Rinaldo, Opera in Concert 2004 
“The female leads were particularly effective, with mezzo Kimberly Barber, in the title 
role, showing her mastery of the musical idiom right from the opening number…Her 
account of the lament, ‘Cara sposa’, was achingly languid and beautiful; her martial 
music was thrilling in the precision of its execution.”   
—Wayne Gooding, Opera Canada, Summer 2004 
 
 “The singing was of a particularly high level, artists quickly illuminating 
character…Barber’s title role interpretation was strong and absorbing, particularly 
refined in the lower registers, hypnotically moving in the famed aria ‘Cara sposa’…” 
—Geoff Chapman, Toronto Star, April 4, 2004 
 
 “The luminous mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber likewise needed no costume to 
transform herself into the shining knight Rinaldo.  Yes, strictly speaking she uses more 
vibrato than is stylistically appropriate.  But Barber plumbed the opera’s moment of 
deepest humanity in a heart-wrenching performance of the famous aria Cara sposa—
her voice alive with infinite tenderness and nobility, her face ravaged by grief.” 
—Tamara Bernstein, National Post, March 26, 2004 
 
Ariadne auf Naxos, Seattle Opera 2004 
“The singing was essentially glorious…Canadian mezzo Kimberly Barber was a sensation 
as the Composer…[she] thoroughly deserved her enthusiastic applause at curtain.”   
—Robert Jordan, Opera Canada, Summer 2004 
 
“Kimberly Barber threw heart and soul into the role of the Composer, from her first 
appearance… [she] looked the part and sang it with all the passion of the despairing but 
hopeful artist.”   
—Melinda Bargreen, Seattle Times, March 1, 2004 
 
“Kimberly Barber’s portrait of the Composer was a breath of freshness.” 
—R.M. Campbell, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, March 1, 2004 
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“Kimberly Barber, was enchanting, her voice perfectly placed and full of subtle colours.” 
—John F. Hulcoop, Opera News, February 28, 2004 
 
Recital with Frederica von Stade and Steven Blier 2003 
“The draw was von Stade, of course, the world’s reigning mezzo, proving the she is at 
the peak of her vocal powers and career, but WLU’s Barber, performing with her friend 
and idol, displayed a voice with an uncanny resemblance to that of her mentor—so 
much so that she might very well be considered the heir apparent…some of the 
audience said they closed their eyes during these trade-offs and it sounded as if only 
one voice was singing the entire piece—high praise, indeed, for Barber…the two divas 
didn’t just sing superbly, they acted, gestured, moved, used facial expressions and felt 
every nuance of the songs they were singing, conveying this to the audience and 
capturing every rapt listener with their musical storytelling.”   
—Harry Currie, K-W Record, November 20, 2003 
 
“I got to know Barber through her touching portrayals of Handel heroes, whom she 
invests with vulnerability as well as nobility. So I am always floored by her equally 
brilliant gift for 20th century music, and the ease with which she slips into the skin, say, 
of a New Jersey gangster’s daughter.  Her performance of ‘Hosing the Furniture’, with its 
volcanic rage simmering just beneath the comic surface, was a tour de force…Barber’s 
voice also soared thrillingly in the handful of duets on the program…one felt truly 
blessed to be, if only for a few hours, a Babe in Mezzoland.” 
—Tamara Bernstein, National Post, November 20, 2003 
 
A Few Words about Chekhov, St. Paul Chamber Orchestra 2003 
“The premiere of the new edition was the high point of Saturday’s concert by the St. 
Paul Chamber Orchestra…Argento’s idiosyncratic writing was eloquently realized by 
Swedish baritone Håkan Hagegård (as Chekhov) and Canadian mezzo-soprano Kimberly 
Barber (as Knipper).”   
—Larry Fuchsberg, St. Paul Star Tribune, March 24, 2003 
 
“What a shining night…a luminous tale of romantic marriage…Argento’s song cycle ‘A 
Few Words about Chekhov’ illuminates the short marriage of playwright Anton Chekhov 
and actress Olga Knipper during the last six years of Chekhov’s life…Kimberly Barber’s 
rich mezzo-soprano filled Olga with the passion of a leading lady.  Hagegård and Barber 
sang intricate rhythms and pitches that skipped all over the staff as if they were the 
simplest of tunes.”   
—Joan Oliver Goldsmith, St. Paul Pioneer Press, March 24, 2003 
 
Messiah, Grand Philharmonic Choir 2002 
“Barber’s sound is cultured, yet dramatic.  She lingers on cadences, so you hear the 
music with your entire physical and emotional being.” 
—Colleen Johnston, K-W Record, Dec. 16, 2002 
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Popera, Opera Ontario 2002 
“The four soloists…simply could not be improved on…Barber continued with ‘Una voce 
poco fa’, displaying wonderful range and control as she portrayed the coquette…Barber 
had fun as Carmen the temptress in a Bizet aria…but the two flower duets were studies 
in perfection, one from Madama Butterfly and the other from Lakmé…Whalen and 
Barber breathed fresh life into the lovely music, and their superb interpretation could 
not have been bettered by any two sopranos on the planet.” 
—Harry Currie, K-W Record, Dec. 2, 2002  
 
Recital Waterloo 2002 
“Having perfected her vocal and expressive technique to the pinnacle of virtuosity, it’s 
no wonder Barber has been invited to sing on the major international stages…Barber’s is 
a precisely honed voice, which can easily move listeners to laughter or tears.  It’s 
plummy, ripe, sincere and whether very soft or belted out, always honest…Her ability to 
conjure intelligently crafted and believable scenes from a short song…and lavish such 
understated sweet sadness…is astonishing.” 
—Colleen Johnston, K-W Record, June 8, 2002 
 
Ariodante, Opera in Concert, Toronto 2001 
“Barber was luminous as Ariodante—her voice exhilaratingly free, her face transparently 
reflecting the Prince’s emotions…Barber never settled for mere display: The coloratura 
always sprang directly from the emotions…” 
—Tamara Bernstein, The National Post, April 3, 2001 
 
“Barber…is a trouser role veteran and here again nails a title role, particularly grand and 
poised, singing with vivid focus and finely sculptured phrasing” 
—Geoff Chapman, The Toronto Star, April 2, 2001 
 
COC Orchestra, In Performance Series, Glenn Gould Studio 2001 
“Vocal honours fell to outstanding members of the younger generation of Canadian 
singers.  Their successful appearance together in the Canadian Opera Company’s 1999 
production of Handel’s Xerxes made two such singers, soprano Kathleen Brett and 
mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber, logical candidates for paired exposure, both blessed 
with near-ideal voices for Mozart…both singers produced firm, clear tones, phrased 
expressively and sang for emotional meaning…” 
—William Littler, Toronto Star, Feb. 28, 2001  
 
Maurice Ravel´s L'heure espagnole/LSO/ André Previn/DGG 1999 
“Kimberly Barber's intonation and articulation as the much-admired Concepción make 
her sound like a native Frenchwoman. Her pronunciation, the elasticity and charisma of 
her voice, unavoidably bring to mind a comparison with Felicity Lott. Due to the charm 
of her timbre, her strong expression and fine sense for lyrical and subtle nuances, she 
sings her way into the heart of this recording.” 
—M. Fiedler, Das Opernglas, October 1999 
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“Canadian mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber -- so memorable in the Canadian Opera 
Company's Xerxes -- is alert and rich-voiced as Concepción, the wife who drives the 
comic action. She is particularly delightful in the opera's funniest moment, when she 
hints at her designs upon the virile muleteer; ‘Sans horloge’ (‘no clock’) she sings, 
resetting the agenda.”   
—Urjo Kareda, Opera Canada, Fall 1999 
 
Stravinsky’s Pulcinella, Avery Fisher Hall, NY, Mostly Mozart Festival 1999 
“Kimberly Barber...performing beautifully, made her condition touching.” 
—Paul Griffiths, New York Times, August 19, 1999 
 
Vanessa, Seattle Opera 1999 
“Ultimately the focus of the evening fell on the Erika, Kimberly Barber, whose cool 
Nordic beauty and warm lyric mezzo made her an enchanting, enigmatic figure.  Her 
Erika was all frigid reserve in public, barely able to bend physically or emotionally.” 
—Theodore Deacon, Opera, July 1999 
 
“Kimberly is beautiful as the idealistic Erika…cannily portray[ing her] vulnerability, and 
the steely character beneath it, in a portrayal of real depth; vocally she's right on 
target.” 
—Melinda Bargreen, The Seattle Times, March 1, 1999 
 
“I loved Kimberly Barber's Erika.  She is first a marvellous singer, one of musical breadth, 
firm voice and shining timbre...” 
—R. M. Campbell, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, March 1, 1999 
 
Ariadne auf Naxos, Chicago Lyric Opera 1998 
“Barber quickly warmed to the difficult part…A natural trouser-role actress, she 
captured the feel of a young man torn between artistic purity and the first stirrings of 
romantic passion.”   
—Andrew Patner, Chicago Sun-Times, November 24, 1998 
 
Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, Duruflé and Fauré Requiems 1998 
“The excellent Kimberly Barber transformed herself from the almost-white soprano 
register to the full-bodied vocalism of the mezzo-soprano.” 
—Mya Tannenbaum, Il Corriere della Sera, June 8, 1998 
 
L'heure espagnole with London Symphony Orchestra/Barbican Hall 1997 
"Frederica von Stade had been scheduled to sing Concepción but was indisposed; in her 
absence, the Canadian mezzo Kimberly Barber proved a most alluring deputy, coy, 
beguiling, bitchy, full of fun and vocally distinctive." 
—Robert Cowan, The Independent, June 14, 1997 
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Brahms and Britten Liederabend with Staatstheater Wiesbaden 1997 
“The opera singer in Kimberly Barber is noticeable: the ability to quickly slip into a role, 
imbuing each character of a song with unfailing sensitivity for text content and 
compositional refinement, all were played out to perfection…the consistent flexibility 
and brilliantly colored intensity of her interpretation and the richly-nuanced spectrum of 
her mezzo-soprano fascinate.”  
—Daniela Koreimann, Wiesbadener Kurier, May 26, 1997 
 
Xerxes, Seattle Opera 1997 
“Barber gives a different reading of the title role than Frederica von Stade, who sings in 
the Gold Series.  She is more robust and less refined, almost earthy, on occasion.  Her 
foot taps out the rhythm of a tune; she does a somersault across the floor.  Her 
ebullience is catchy and attractive…Her singing is excellent…” 
—R.M. Campbell, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, February 1997 
 
 “As Xerxes, Kimberly Barber commanded plenty of firepower, with an attractively even 
mezzo-soprano that rises to an impressive high register.” 
—Melinda Bargreen, Seattle Times, Feb. 24, 1997 
 
New York Festival of Song, New York, 1997 
“Kimberly Barber, mezzo-soprano, was touching, pure and lovely in...Mr. Bolcom's 
Casino Paradise.”   
—Paul Griffiths, New York Times, January 17, 1997 
 
Aaron Jay Kernis' 100 Greatest Dance Hits/New Albion Records 1996 
"Most beautiful of all, though, is the awkwardly titled American (Day) Dreams (...) the 
poems are comic, sad and deeply evocative, and Kernis' melodies, sung with unnerving 
purity by mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber, will rip your heart." 
—Joshua Kusman, San Francisco Chronicle, April 1996 
 
L’étoile, Opera Zuid 1993 
"Fascinating to behold was the singing and acting presence of Canadian mezzo-soprano 
Kimberly Barber as Lazuli.  Never before has a mezzo-soprano so convincingly and with 
such passion, so naturally embodied a trouser role." 
—Doron Nagan, Algmeen Dagblad, September 20, 1993  
 
"Lazuli is, however, the key figure of the piece.  With her scintillating phrasing, razor-
sharp timing, and astonishingly plastic body language, Barber made a great impression." 
—Michael Davidson, Opera, December 1993  
 
"Star of the evening was the Canadian mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber as Lazuli.  She 
sang brilliantly.  The role also fitted her personality as if it had been written for her." 
—John Hoenen, De Limburger Vridag, September 1993 
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L’étoile, Opéra Français de New York 1993 
"Kimberly Barber made an exceptional Lazuli, the travesti peddler, shining in the title 
ode..."   
—Richard Traubner, Opera News, September 1993 
 
“Outstanding in the leading role of Lazuli was mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber, a stage-
wise performer with a lovely, warm voice, now a leading artist with the Frankfurt 
Opera.” —William H. Wells, Opera Monthly, September/October 1993 
 
“Kimberly Barber was a radiant Lazuli” 
—Bernard Holland, The New York Times, May 18, 1993 
 
Orquesta Ciudad de Granada, Les nuits d’été, Conductor Yves Abel 1992 
“In Les nuits d’été of Berlioz, conductor and orchestra realized an excellent collaboration 
in accompanying Kimberly Barber, a mezzo with a beautiful voice, excellent phrasing 
and diction, with great sensitivity and capacity for expression. Her warm and evocative 
voice offered us text and music of great beauty.” 
—Jose Antonio Lacarcel, Ideal, Granada, Nov. 11, 1992 
 
Hoffmanns Erzählungen, Oper Frankfurt 1991 
 “Kimberly Barber accompanied Hoffmann as a disguised Muse with theatrical wit and 
beautifully-sounding mezzo timbre throughout the entire opera” 
—Rolf Heron, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, April 15, 1991 
 
The Gambler, English National Opera 1990 
“The Canadian mezzo-soprano Kimberly Barber makes an impressive British debut as 
Pauline, singing warmly while giving toughness to the character.” 
—Edward Greenfield, The Guardian, March 16, 1990 
 
Ariadne auf Naxos, Oper Frankfurt 1989 
“Kimberly Barber’s Composer—perhaps the actual discovery of the evening—with her 
slender and powerfully evocative voice and impressively calm portrayal underscored the 
starkness of this production’s stand-out images.” 
—Elmar Krekeler, Die Welt, December 29, 1989 
 
La clemenza di Tito, Oper Frankfurt 1989 
“Kimberly Barber’s…slender, bright mezzo voice surprised with its power and absolute 
security, taking the top notes effortlessly.” 
—Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, April 6, 1989 


